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Exhibitions

Vitrum ’97
A record turnout

The tenth edition of Vitrum, the international exhibition
for glass and glass-processing machinery and

accessories, was staged in Milan from 22-25 October 1997.
It was relocated in the new setting of the Portello area

at the Milan Fair, occupying 17,500 square metres.
The show saw a record turnout and exhibitors
were very satisfied with the volume of business

achieved. Furthermore, exhibits featuring restored
glass artifacts of great archeological value recovered

from shipwreck finds added interest to the show.
Ancient marine glass trade routes were disclosed,

giving visitors an idea as to the history of glassmaking.

Sofia Jennifer Teodori

Fig. 1
A view of the

new Portello area
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An extraordinary success
Vitrum ’97 was held from 22

to 25 October 1997 in the new
Portello pavilions of the Milan Fair (see Figure
1). The show again closely reflected the mostly
positive results achieved in the international
glass industry. With the larger and more
modern exhibition area available, this tenth
biennial saw more visitors than the 1995
edition, and more exhibitors could show their
products.

The new pavilions met with the approval of
both Italian and foreign visitors, improving the
general image of the show; there was more
compactness and therefore easier com-
munication amongst stands (see Figures 2 and
3). The nearby highway exits and public
transportation made the exhibition grounds
easier to reach, and the extensive parking area
also aided the turnout.

As usual, in cooperation with Italy’s ICE
(Institute for the Promotion of Foreign Trade),
Vitrum hosted a few groups of delegates from
various foreign countries. In 1997 there were

representatives from China, India, the Czech
Republic, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and
Finland.

At the press conference on the opening day
of the biennial, Mr. Annibale Besana,
President of Gimav, the Italian trade
association representing 80 per cent of the
industry, pointed out that three factors
influenced the very good performance of the
Italian and international glass industry: high
technological standards, operational reliability
and pre- and after-sales service.

Figures
Of the 313 exhibitors present at the fair (see

Figures 4 and 5), 208 were Italian (+8.58 per
cent compared to 1995) and 105 were foreign
(+9.38 per cent compared to 1995). At Vitrum
’97 there were also many more visitors than at
the 1995 edition: the very first day counted
14,920, of which 9,431 were Italians (+12.06

Fig. 3

Figs. 2 and 3
Stands in the new
Portello pavilions
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per cent) and 5,489 foreigners (+12.05 per
cent). On the second day of the show there was
a slight increase in the number of foreign
visitors, whilst the four days saw a continuous
rise in the number of Italian visitors (see Figure
6). Of the 5,489 foreigners visiting the fair, over
46 per cent thought it necessary to stay on for a
few days to give themselves enough time to
make a complete tour of the grounds. Vitrum

saw an increase in the number of visitors
coming from Europe, Africa, North and South
America, whilst there was a decrease in that of
visitors coming from Asia and Oceania (see
Figure 7).

The 1996 Italian glass industry
Despite the ups and downs the Italian

economy has been going through, Italy’s glass

VITRUM ’97 - EXHIBITORS BY COUNTRY
             VITRUM ’95                VITRUM ’97

Country Exhibitors Companies Total Exhibitors Companies Total
% Diff.

represented represented
Tot. 97/95

Italy 178 5 183 201 7 208 +13.67

Germany 10 26 36 38 2 40 +11.12

USA 7 3 10 11 2 13 +30

France 6 4 10 10 1 11 +10

Great Britain 7 2 9 9 / 9 /

Spain 4 / 4 6 / 6 +50

Belgium 2 / 2 5 1 6 +200

Finland 3 / 3 4 / 4 +33.34

Korea 1 1 2 3 / 3 +50

Switzerland 1 3 4 2 / 2 -50

Austria 2 4 6 2 / 2 -66.66

Japan / 1 1 2 / 2 +100

Netherlands 1 / 1 1 / 1 /

Greece 1 / 1 1 / 1 /

Turkey 1 / 1 1 / 1 /

Norway / 1 1 1 / 1 /

Czech Republic / 1 1 1 / 1 /

Bulgaria / / / 1 / 1 +100

Portugal / / / / 1 1 +100

Poland 1 1 2 / / / -100

Jordan / 1 1 / / / -100

Egypt 1 / 1 / / / -100

TOTALS 226 53 279 299 14 313 +12.19

Fig. 4
International
exhibitors
in detail
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VITRUM ’97 - COMPARISON
OF ITALIAN AND FOREIGN EXHIBITORS

VITRUM ’95 VITRUM ’97 % Diff.EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors Represented Total Exhibitors Represented Total  Tot. 97/95

Italian 178 5 183 201 7 208 +13.67

Foreign 48 48 96 98 7 105 +9.38

Total 226 53 279 299 14 313 +12.19

Value % Exhibitors Represented Total Exhibitors Represented Total

Italian % 78.76 9.43 65.59 67.22 50 66.45

Foreign % 21.24 90.57 34.41 32.78 50 33.55

Total % 100 100 100 100 100 100

industry has developed independently. The
industry’s overall sales volume  actually added
up to nearly ItL 2,000 billion (US$ 1.1 billion)
in 1996 and about half of this sum was invoiced
by the machinery sector. In that year, the Italian
industry of glass-processing machines and
products saw outstanding results, and
production grew remarkably, reaching even
better levels than those achieved in 1995. The
industry’s total sales volume rose 5 per cent
and was in excess of ItL 1,050 billion (US$ 580
million). Italian products are very much in
demand abroad, and this offsets the low

domestic demand. On a national level, the glass
sector has in fact underperformed, especially
due to a decline in the destination sectors.

Vitrum’s growing success is a witness to the
fact that small and medium-sized Italian
businesses are seeing positive development at
the moment. The Italian glass industry is more
and more export-oriented; in 1996 exports
accounted for over 71 per cent of the industry’s
sales volume, rising from ItL 700 billion (US$
386.7 million)  in 1995 to about ItL 750 billion
(US$ 414.4 million). The European Union is
the greatest purchaser of Italian glass-related

Fig. 5
Italian
and foreign
exhibitors

TOTAL NUMBER OF VISITORS PER DAY
VITRUM ’95 VITRUM ’97  Diff.Visitors

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Total Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Total %

Foreign 1,535 1,287 1,254 823 4,899 1,599 1,731 1,446 713 5,489 +12.05

Italian 1,025 1,588 2,233 3,570 8,416 1,212 1,752 2,493 3,974 9,431 +12.07

Total 2,560 2,875 3,487 4,393 13,315 2,811 3,483 3,939 4,687 14,920 +12.06

PERCENTAGE OF VISITORS PER DAY
Visitors VITRUM ’95 VITRUM ’97
     % Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Total Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Total

Foreign 11.53 9.67 9.42 6.18 36.80 10.72 11.60 9.69 4.78 36.79

Italian 7.70 11.92 16.77 26.81 63.20 8.12 11.74 16.71 26.64 63.21

Total % 19.23 21.59 26.19 32.99 100 18.84 23.34 26.40 31.42 100

Fig. 6
Italian and
foreign
visitors
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products, and claimed 40.5 per cent of Italian
exports in 1996. Asia, non-EU countries and
North America have also shown great interest
in Italian products.

Performance of different
glass sectors

In general, the national glass industry
performed well in the early nineties, but started
weakening in 1995. In the first half year,
production decreased by 1.6 per cent compared
to the same period in 1994. The different
performance recorded in the various sectors
accounted for this general decline. For instance,
the flat glass sector suffered domestically even
more than internationally due to the slow-
moving automotive and construction glass
industries. The latter also affected the glass fibre
sector negatively. Total production of flat glass
went down 9.91 per cent to 795,525 tons, and
that of glass fibre by 2.1 per cent to 115,340 tons.

A decrease in production was also reported
by the hand-processed glass industry in 1996
(down by 5 per cent to 99,750 tons), but in
1997 production volumes increased, and more
orders started coming from Italy and abroad. In
other sectors of glass processing, instead, 1996
was a positive year both for production - which
went up 4.4 per cent to 271,500 - and imports
and exports. Hollow glass, for instance, saw an
increase in production thanks to the continuing
demand for jars for foodstuffs, bottles, etc.
Although the production level was quite good,
and went up 0.34 per cent to 3,105,274 tons, in
1996 consumption went down again, sales were
reduced, and therefore stock levels increased.

“Tales of Glass”
History and technology were combined again

this year in another exhibition dedicated to
archeological finds featuring fragments of
antique glass recovered in the Sant’Alvise
excavations in Venice, entitled “Tales of Glass”.
Numerous 14th and 15th century artifacts
created by glass producers in Murano were
exhibited (see Figures 8 and 9). These are pieces
of extraordinary archeological value which,

Fig. 7
Foreign visitor statistics in detail FOREIGN VISITORS

Continent Country VITRUM VITRUM Difference
’95 ’97 %

EUROPE Albania 1 -100
Armenia 1 -100
Austria 199 288 +44.73
Belgium 176 193   +9.66
Byelorussia 1 +100
Bosnia 17 +100
Croatia  86 94 +9.31
Denmark 26 48  +84.62
Estonia 5 11 +120
Finland  52 95 +82.70
France 395 372 -5.82
Germany 349 453 +29.80
Great Britain 110 196 +78.19
Greece 211 245 +16.12
Hungary 58 76 +31.04
Ireland (Rep.) 32 55 +71.88
Latvia 5 +100
Liechenstein 2 +100
Lithuania  9 15 +66.67
Luxembourg 11 9 -18.18
Macedonia 13 18 +38.47
Malta 13 23 +76.93
Monaco 3 -100
Netherlands 109 136 +24.79
Norway  13 15 +15.39
Poland 137 141 +2.92
Portugal 156 218  +39.75
Czech Republic 83 65 -21.68
Romania 17 9 -47.05
Russia 69 71 +2.90
San Marino Rep. 3 8 +166.67
Serbia/Montenegro 23 38 +65.22
Slovakia 41  +100
Slovenia 238 288    +21.01
Spain 358 485    +35.48
Sweden 31 50 +61.30
Switzerland 194 237 +22.17
Turkey 446 281     -36.99
Ukraine 17 8 -52.95

TOTAL 3.644 4.307 +18.20

AFRICA Algeria 1 9    +800
Botswana  1    +100
Egypt  39 24  -38.46
Ethiopia 7    +100
Ghana 1    +100
Kenya 8 2       -75
Libya 2 -100
Mauritius (Islands) 1 -100

NIPPON GLASS
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thanks also to the contri-
bution made by Vitrum,
have been fully restored.

Richly illustrated back-
ground information was
provided for visitors (see Fi-
gures 10 and 11), who were
swept backwards in time to
the world of glass between Murano and the
countries on the Adriatic coast. Research was
ventured  into the history of the blooming glass
trade, and the routes of ships (and their anchors)
were traced, witnessing the paths travelled by
glass in ancient times, especially from the
Middle Ages to the Renaissance.

This exhibition is the logical continuation of
the display of the restored “Glass Wreck” in
Vitrum ’95, the anchor of a Byzantine ship
which sank in the Venice Lagoon in the 16th
century (see Figures 12 and 13). The vessel was
carrying a cargo of semifinished glass and bears
witness to the fact that glass held an important
commercial value even as a raw material.

The anchor itself has provided invaluable
information, dating back to the 7th-8th
centuries A.D. Anchors naturally provide
information on the different routes taken by
ancient ships, and help us to find out a lot about
navigation and trade in past centuries. The
history of anchors leads us to that of the ships

Continent Country VITRUM VITRUM Difference
’95 ’97 %

AFRICA Morocco 16  25 +56.26
Nigeria 4 2       -50
Reunion (Islands) 2 1       -50
Senegal 1    +100
South Africa 16 9       -43.75
Tunisia 26 50      +92.31
Zimbabwe 2 +100

TOTAL 115 134 +16.53

AMERICA Argentina 29 63    +117.25
Bolivia 4 17    +325
Brazil 186 203        +9.14
Canada 11 14      +27.28
Chile 16 20      +25
Colombia 13 19      +46.16
Cuba 4    +100
Ecuador 2 4    +100
Mexico  13 13  -
Panama 1    +100

Fig. 8
Ancient
Venetian
glass found
at
Sant’Alvise

Fig. 9
Ancient Venetian

vase found at
Sant’Alvise

Figs. 10 and 11 - Tales of glass

Fig. 11

Fig. 10
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holding them, which leads us to the cargoes
these ships contained. Many of these have
shown, together with other irrefutable
evidence, that glassmaking in Venice dates
back to very ancient times, and from the
Middle Ages to today has continued without
ever stopping.

Murano furnaces
Glass furnaces were moved out of Venice and

established in Murano already in 1291 because
of the risk of fires. Through the centuries, new
types and quantities of glass were
manufactured, reaching the creation of high
quality artifacts used by Europe’s nobility,
many of which travelled through Adriatic
“glass” routes. Tableware, bottles of different
shapes, glasses, goblets, etc. have been found in
the Sant’Alvise archeological excavations, as
well as glass for lamps and windows.

There are not many drawings showing the
furnaces in Murano which created these
Medieval objects. However, we know that two
types of furnaces were most certainly used for
glass production. The first was called
calchera, where fuel was fed into the bottom
part, while raw materials such as sand and
pebbles from the Ticino river were at first
mixed in the upper part. Since in ancient times
the necessary temperatures for melting glass
could not be reached, the melting point itself
was decreased by adding alum, a substance
obtained from plant ashes.

Continent Country VITRUM VITRUM Difference
’95 ’97 %

Fig. 12
The encrusted
anchor after
its retrieval from
the sea bottom

Fig. 13
The restored iron
Byzantine anchor

from the
“Glass Wreck”

AMERICA Paraguay 7 1       -85.71
Peru 3  -100
Uruguay 22 8       -63.63
USA 82 103  +25.61
Venezuela 15 17 +13.34

TOTAL  403 487     20.85

ASIA Bahrein 7 9      +28.58
Brunei 1    +100
China, People’s
Rep. &  54 26      +51.85
Hong Kong 18 4       -77.77
Cyprus 53 14      +73.58
India 48  28       -41.66
Indonesia 20 17       -15
Iran 3 18    +500
Iraq 1 -100
Israel 65 92      +41.54
Japan 37 37           -
Jordan 27 12       -55.55
Korea  70 52       -25.71
Kuweit 13 20      +53.85
Lebanon 49 34       -30.61
Malaysia 12 27     +125
Oman 4  -100
Pakistan 8 5        -37.50
Philippines 7  -100
Qatar 3 2        -33.33
Saudi Arabia 44 68       +54.55
Singapore  27 27            -
Sri Lanka 3 -100
Syria 16  2        -87.50
Taiwan 22 14        -36.36
Thailand 45 12        -73.33
United Arab
Emirates 35 9        -74.28
Uzbekistan 2  -100
Vietnam 12 -100
Yemen 2 +100

TOTAL 705 532     -24.53

OCEANIA Australia 27 24        -11.11
New Caledonia 3 -100
New Zealand 2 5     +150

TOTAL 32 29     -9.37

TOTAL FOREIGN VISITORS 4,899        5,489 +12.05

TOTAL ITALIAN VISITORS 8,416        9,431   +12.07

GENERAL TOTAL 3,315      14,920   +12.06
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Another circular, three-level furnace was
used after the first stage of the production
cycle. Glass melting pots were placed in the
middle part, being heated from the fuel in the
lowest part. The upper part was where the
finished products were left to slowly cool to
prevent breakage caused by sudden temperature
changes.

Although glass production was a long and
complicated process, the ancient Murano
glassworks achieved quite remarkable results,
and thanks to Vitrum ’97 some of these could
be admired.

Conclusion
Even though exhibitors saw a very positive

trend throughout the four days of the show,

they did have to face some problems in the
setting up and dismantling of the stands.
Vitrum was, after all, the first exhibition of
large machinery to be staged at Portello.
Although the display area was wider - 17,500
sq.m. as compared to the 16,000 sq.m. of 1995 -
it still was not large enough to accommodate all
the requests of participation.

At the next Vitrum show, to be held from 20
to 23 October 1999, there will be even more
room, as all three Portello pavilions will be
available. However, at least another 2,000 sq.m.
are needed to meet requirements.
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